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Abstract

This paper presents an architecture for generating a high-speed data pattern with precise
edge placement (resolution) by using the matched delay technique. The technique involves
passing clock and data signals through arrays of matched delay elements in such a way that
the data rate and resolution of the generated data stream are controlled by the di�erence
of these matched delays. This di�erence can be made much smaller than an absolute gate
delay. Since the resolution of conventional designs is determined by these absolute delays,
the matched delay technique yields a much �ner resolution than traditional methods and,
in addition, generates high data rate patterns without the need of a high-speed clock. The
matched delay technique lends itself to high-precision and high-speed applications such as
fast network interfaces or test pattern generators. This paper also describes a matched
delay data generator submitted for fabrication in a MOSIS 1.2�m CMOS technology. This
implementation uses biased delay elements to internally compensate for temperature and
process variations. Simulations indicate the implementation described in this paper can
generate data signals with on-chip bit rates of 833Mb/s and resolutions of 100ps.

1: Introduction

The ability to handle very high-speed data is a signi�cant issue in high-performance
computing and communications systems. The importance of this issue has increased with
the advent of powerful distributed processing systems and �ber-optic communications stan-
dards such as SONET, of which even a mid-level (OC-12) implementation requires data
rates of 622 Mb/s. Currently, there is a strong trend toward implementing these high-
performance systems with a network of processors rather than a single very expensive pro-
cessor. A fundamental component of such a system is a high-bandwidth network interface
for each processor. Such interfaces require multiplexors to combine multiple data streams
at the transmitter and demultiplexers to recover the individual streams at the receiver.
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Typical realizations of these high-speed multiplexors/demultiplexers require high-speed,
well-controlled clocks [1] [4] [11]. Due to the complexities of generating and distributing
high-speed clocks, such circuits are di�cult to implement. In addition, the data resolutions
of these multiplexors/demultiplexers are limited by absolute gate delays. A new circuit
technique is needed to achieve high-speed and �ne-resolution operation without the need
of high-speed clocks.
One innovative design methodology is thematched delay technique [7]. Based on the wave

pipelining timing methodology [5], this technique can be used to design circuits whose speed
is limited by the di�erence of matched delay elements rather than their absolute delays. This
technique also permits high-speed operation without the need of a high-speed clock. The
matched delay technique can be implemented in any technology, however, it is particularly
attractive with regard to CMOS since it allows the construction of high-speed circuits that
can bene�t from CMOS's advantages: low cost, low power, and high density.
The matched delay technique was employed in developing a high-performance digital

sampler with 1 Gb/s bandwidth and 25ps resolution in a MOSIS 1.2�m CMOS process [6].
This matched delay sampler implements the demultiplexing function of a network interface
by performing a serial-to-parallel conversion on an incoming data stream. The inverse of
the sampler, therefore, implements the multiplexing function by generating a serial stream
from parallel data. The matched delay generator described in this paper performs this
function. Use of the generator and sampler together makes a high-speed CMOS network
interface realizable and also forms the basis of a more general high-speed transceiver.
Another advantage of the generator's matched delay structure is that it can place edges

very precisely in the data stream. This makes the generator attractive for designs requiring
accurate edge placement, such as pulse-width modulation (PWM) systems [9]. This high-
resolution pulse width control would also be useful for the pin electronics in high-end VLSI
testers, which are currently done in expensive technologies such as GaAs and ECL [12].
This paper describes the technique and CMOS implementation of a high-speed, �ne-

resolution generator [3]. First, the generator's serializing technique using matched delay
structures is described. This description covers both basic operation and practical continu-
ous pattern generation. Limitations of the implementation are discussed next. A high-level
overview of the architecture is then given, followed by detailed circuit descriptions. Simu-
lation results are then presented before the conclusions.

2: Matched delay pattern generation technique

2.1: Pattern generation technique

The basic architecture of the generator is illustrated in Fig. 1. Data is fed to the inputs
of an array of T-type ip-ops. A clock pulse is then sent down a chain of delay elements,
all of which have delay �C . Each ip-op's clock input (except the �rst one's) taps this
chain at the output of the corresponding delay element, so that the ip-ops are clocked in
sequence 1; 2; � � �N with an interval of �C . Each ip-op that has a high T input will toggle
its output at the arrival of the clock pulse's rising edge. This, in turn, toggles the output of
the corresponding XOR gate, which has a delay of �X . This output then propagates down
the XOR chain to the output. In this way edges are inserted into the serial data stream.
XOR gates are used in the data delay chain since a transition on either input switches

the output. When a ip-op output is held constant, the corresponding XOR functions
simply as a delay element; the output from the previous XOR is passed through (inverted
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Figure 1. Pattern Generation Technique

or not depending on the value of the ip-op) after a delay �X . Alternatively, when the
ip-op toggles, it inserts an edge onto the data chain as discussed above.
To �nd the resolution of the generator, it helps to view the generator as a cascade of

stages, each consisting of a T ip-op, XOR gate, and clock delay element. The clock pulse
arrives at stage i at time i�C , at which point the ip-op can toggle its output. Since the
ip-op's delay a�ects each stage equally, it can be ignored. This switching output causes
XORi to switch �X later, at time i�C + �X . Similarly, the clock arrives at stage i + 1
at time (i + 1)�C , so XORi+1's output changes state at time (i + 1)�C + �X . However,
the edge created \upstream" by XORi arrives at XORi+1 at time i�C +�X . This causes
XORi+1 to switch at time i�C + 2�X . It can be seen that the time di�erence between
edges, �XC , is

�XC = [i�C + 2�X ]� [(i+ 1)�C +�X ] (1)

= �X ��C (2)

The above sequence is illustrated in Fig. 2, which shows the output of the �rst three
stages superimposed on the clock seen at each stage. In this example, all T ip-ops are set
to toggle on every clock pulse. Each stage is clocked �C after the previous stage. An edge
is generated at each stage �X after the clock arrives. An edge propagating down the chain
causes a transition at the following \downstream" stage �X later. This is illustrated by
the diagonal arrows on the right-hand of the �gure. It is clear graphically that the width
of a generated pulse is �X ��C .
The resolution, then, depends on the di�erence of two elements' propagation delays

rather than their intrinsic delays. This is a characteristic of the matched delay technique
and gives two immediate bene�ts: 1) �ner resolution, since the di�erence between two
elements can easily be made smaller than the inherent delay of a single element, and 2)
some immunity to gradient process variation, since the matched elements can be physically
close on the chip.
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2.2: Continuous pattern generation

For the generator to be useful in a practical application, it must able to generate a
continuous data pattern. Since each stage can create one edge per clock period, an N -stage
generator can only create edges over an N�XC interval for each clock pulse. To make data
patterns larger than this interval, the generator must be repeatedly clocked. There are two
major constraints introduced by repetitive clocking: ensuring that the resolution remains a
constant �XC between edges created by di�erent clock pulses, and guaranteeing that setup
time requirements for the T ip-ops are met.
First, consider two clock pulses, p1 followed by p2, traveling down the clock chain of an

N -stage generator. Since �C < �X , the edge generated at the �rst stage by a clock pulse
is actually the last edge to reach the output, while the edge generated at stage N is the
�rst one out. To maintain a constant data stream, the time between the last edge e1 due
to p1 and the �rst edge e2 due to p2 must be the same as the time between any two edges,
which is the resolution �XC . Since an N stage generator has N � 1 clock delay elements
and N XORs, the output times of edges e1 and e2 are N�X and (N � 1)�C + �X + T ,
respectively, where T is the time between clock pulses, that is, the clock period. This leads
to the equation:

�XC = [(N � 1)�C + �X + T ]�N�X (3)

T = N(�X ��C) (4)

which shows the relationship between the number of stages, the resolution and the clock
period. Our design goal was 100ps resolution. For practical reasons �X and �C can be
neither too large nor too small, so 500ps and 400ps respectively were chosen as reasonable
values. With the resolution �xed, T and N were chosen to satisfy Eq. 4. The largest
possible value for N , given the available die area, was chosen to maximize T , which reduces
problems associated with driving a high-speed clock onto the chip. The values for N and
T for this implementation are 64 stages and 6.4ns (156.25MHz) respectively.
The second part of maintaining a constant �XC resolution requires that the input data

be presented to the T ip-ops in the fashion explained below. First, note from the above
parameters that T < N�C . This indicates that multiple clock pulses are present at any



given time, which e�ectively wave pipelines [5] the clock chain. The number of pulses
present is given by

p = N�C=T (5)

= 64� 400ps=6:4ns (6)

= 4 (7)

There is one pulse per N=p = 16 stages. Each 16 stages de�nes a section.
Now consider two stages i and j in adjacent sections, where j = i + 16. Since i and

j are 16 stages apart, and T = 16�C , the edges created at stages i and j are generated
simultaneously by two consecutive clock pulses. The edge generated at stage j arrives at the
generator's output at tj = j�C+(N � j)�X , while the edge generated at stage i arrives at
ti = i�C+(N�i)�X+T . The T accounts for the fact that the two clock pulses are separated
in time by one clock period. The di�erence in arrival times, then, is ti�tj = (j�i)�XC+T .
However, maintaining constant resolution requires that ti� tj = (j� i)�XC . It can be seen
now that this occurs if and only if both edges are generated by the same clock pulse, which
happens if the data sent to the second section is skewed by one clock period relative to the
data sent to the �rst section. This one-cycle delay is accomplished by using simple static
D-type ip-ops. Continuation of this reasoning leads to requiring one additional layer of
these delays per section, as illustrated by the unshaded ip-ops in Fig. 3.
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64 Stage Generator
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Output

Figure 3. Latch Configuration for Continuous Pattern Generation

Setup time for the �rst half of each section is met by clocking the above delays on the
opposite phase of the generator's clock, as shown in Fig. 3. However, the clock pulse will
only be halfway through the section when the delay ip-ops are clocked again, causing
the data in the second half of the section to be lost. This loss is avoided by the insertion
again of one layer of delay ip-ops which are clocked in phase with the generator's clock.
These delays are shaded in Fig. 3.



2.3: Limitations on resolution and data rate

Using the above technique, we have shown that the resolution of the generator is deter-
mined by the di�erence of delays, �XC . It is theoretically possible to get an arbitrarily
small resolution by setting �X and �C su�ciently close together. However, in reality, the
actual values of �X and �C , and thus the resolution, will di�er from their nominal values
because of fabrication variations, noise, jitter, and temperature changes. Severe discrepan-
cies between actual and nominal delay values will cause incorrect operation. This sets a
lower limit on the resolution. It also suggests that �X and �C should be kept large relative
to the possible delay changes due to process variations to minimize the percentage change
in delay due to these variations.
The maximum frequency of the generated data pattern is also limited. The XOR gates'

�nite analog bandwidth causes them to act as low-pass �lters on the generated data pat-
tern. Generated data pulses that have a width below a threshold value will be attenuated
completely and not make it down the XOR chain. This restricts how close edges can be
placed to each other in a generated pattern, which impacts the speci�cation of the genera-
tor's maximum output frequency. In addition, the output driver (see section 4.3) and the
package itself also attenuate the output pattern, further restricting the maximum frequency.

3: Functional description of generator implementation
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Figure 4. Block Diagram of Generator Implementation

A block diagram of the generator implementation is shown in Fig. 4. The 64 stage
generator made up of clock and XOR delay lines as well as the T ip-ops was described in
the preceding sections. This section describes two blocks used for controlling the generator:
the delay-locked loops and data memory.

3.1: Delay-locked loops

As mentioned above, the actual and designed values of �X and �C will di�er to some de-
gree due to process and environmental variations. This indicates the need for a continuously-



operating self-correcting circuit that maintains constant delay values across varying oper-
ating conditions. The generator uses delay-locked loops (DLLs) to accomplish this. Each
DLL examines two taps on a delay chain and adjusts the delay between these two taps via
a bias voltage. This adjustment locks the phase of the two taps together. By appropriate
placement of the taps, the average delay of the elements between the taps, and on the
entire chain, can be controlled. The connections between taps and DLL are carefully laid
out symmetrically to assure that the propagation delays from both taps to the DLL are
equalized.
There are two DLLs for controlling the clock chain's delay. The �rst does coarse adjust-

ment, then the second does �ne adjustment. The �rst one examines two taps 16 stages
apart. As discussed previously, 16�C = T . Therefore, the DLL locks when the average
delay �Cavg = T=16 = 400ps, the desired value.
The second DLL examines taps that are 64 stages apart. This DLL makes a more

accurate adjustment to �C . Having the taps further apart reduces the e�ect of the DLL's
inherent phase error, which is the phase di�erence in two signals that appear to be in phase
to the DLL. Simulations have shown this error to be less than 100ps. By using taps that
are further apart, the error's e�ect on the �C adjustment is reduced since it is divided
among more delay elements. The DLL should lock two clock pulses that are 64=16 = 4
edges apart, but it is possible that it could lock a clock edge to one that is 3 or 5 edges away,
which generates an incorrect �C . To avoid this problem, the �rst DLL coarsely adjusts
�C while the second DLL is disabled. The �rst is then disabled, at which point the second
DLL turns on and makes �ne adjustments to achieve a more accurate �C .
The third DLL controls the delay of the data delay chain. Since the data on this chain

is unknown during operation, taps on it cannot be used for phase locking. Instead, since
16�X = 20�C , a tap at the 20th clock delay is compared to the output of an (e�ective)
16 data delay element chain. \E�ective" means that the 16 element delay is achieved by a
dummy chain of 12 data delay elements and a variable delay [8] controlled o�-chip. In the
layout, the wiring from the dummy chain to the DLL and from the clock delay chain to the
DLL could not be done in the same metal layer and geometric shape, so a variable delay is
used to compensate for any wiring delay mismatch. This compensation delay is calibrated
to equal the delay through four data delay elements. The dummy chain is driven by the
same clock that drives the clock delay chain. Since this DLL a�ects only �X and has no
e�ect on �C , the stability of the clock chain DLLs is unchanged.

3.2: Input data memory

The data which are input to the generator are stored on-chip in an 8x64 memory array,
organized as one 8-bit circular FIFO per stage. On-chip memory, while costly in area, is
necessary since it is very di�cult to input 64 bits in parallel at 156MHz. Though a larger
memory would enable the generation of longer and more complex patterns, area constraints
limited the number of bits per stage to eight. The storage element used to implement the
FIFOs is based on that found in [10]. Bits in adjacent FIFOs represent 100ps intervals in
the generated pattern, with a \1" indicating the presence of an edge, i.e., the data to be
transmitted goes through an encoding stage o�-chip prior to being loaded. Data bits are
loaded in parallel into the FIFOs. The FIFOs circulate their contents one position and
present a new bit to the generator every clock period. Changing the generated pattern
requires disabling the generator and loading new data into the memory. It should be noted
that it is our implementation, not the generator technique itself, that requires the generator
to be disabled when changing the data memory contents.



4: Circuit design of generator and control

This section describes the circuits used in implementing the parts of the generator that
most heavily inuence performance: the generator stages (XOR and clock delay elements),
DLLs, and output drivers.

4.1: Generator stage

As mentioned earlier, a generator stage consists of a rising-edge triggered toggle ip-op,
clock delay element, and data delay element. A gate-level representation of a stage is shown
in Fig. 5.
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data_out

data_out

data_in
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Figure 5. One Stage of Pattern Generator

The clock delay for each stage consists of two di�erential delay elements. Another pair
of these delay elements following a di�erential XOR gate form each stage's data delay. Two
delay elements were used in each case to increase the range of each line's adjustable delay,
which improves the ability to compensate for process and environmental variations. The
clock line delay was designed to be adjustable from 300ps { 500ps, which is centered around
the desired �C = 400ps. The data line's delay was designed to be 400ps { 600ps, which
centers around �X = 500ps. The two components of the clock and data delay, the XOR
gate and the di�erential delay element, are described below.
The XOR gate was implemented as illustrated in Fig. 6. It is the bottleneck component

of the data delay, since, as the slowest gate in the data delay line, it limits the maximum
bit rate of the generated pattern. High bandwidth is therefore of critical importance.
Two other important factors were noise immunity and the ability to pass both rising and
falling edges with equal delay, i.e., gate delay independence from the input data pattern. A
di�erential implementation was chosen over single-ended since di�erential logic is superior
in all three respects.
The output swing of the XOR was set to be approximately 1.2V - 4.9V (when biases

VXP = VXN = 2:5V). This swing gives better bandwidth than full-swing and is wide
enough to provide good noise immunity. The pull-down path is symmetrically balanced so
that there is an equal capacitance to discharge regardless of the a and b inputs, resulting
in less data dependence.
The biases VXP and VXN provide very coarse adjustment of the XOR's delay and are

intended to stay constant during generator operation. The primary means of adjusting �X

are the delay elements described below.
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The di�erential delay element is used in both the clock and data delay chain. The
main criteria for the delay element's design were delay range, controllability of delay, and
noise immunity. These requirements led to the design shown in Fig. 7. This gate, like the
XOR gate, is di�erential to increase noise immunity and bandwidth. Its delay is adjusted
by biases VDP and VDN . Having two biases increases the delay range while keeping its
output swing of approximately 1.2V - 4.9V. Decreasing (increasing) VDP and increasing
(decreasing) VDN decreases (increases) the gate's delay. To ease the di�culty of having to
control two biases, an automatic bias-controller [8] was used. This circuit, illustrated in
Fig. 8, uses a comparator to equalize the voltages Vdiv and Vdd=2 by increasing (decreasing)
VDN in response to decreases (increases) in VDP . With this bias-controller, the DLL need
only adjust one voltage, VDP , to change the delay. The e�ect of VDP on both the clock and
data delay of a single stage is shown in Fig. 9.
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4.2: DLL controllers

A schematic of the DLL controller appears in Fig. 10. The DLL consists of a phase
detector, a charge pump and a loop �lter.
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Figure 10. Diagram for DLL Delay Controller

The phase detector is composed of two ip-ops connected as shown in Fig. 10. The ip-
ops are based on those described in [10]. The detector determines the phase relationship
between two signals by examining their rising edges and indicates which edge arrived �rst
by setting �1first and �2first as shown in Table 1.

Input Signals Detector Outputs
�1first �2first

�1 " before �2 " 1 0
�2 " before �1 " 0 1

�1 ", �2 " together 0 0
invalid case 1 1

Table 1. Phase Detector Operation

The detector sets both outputs low when both inputs appear to be in phase. Edges
whose arrivals di�er by 100ps or less appear in phase to the detector. The resolving time
for the ip-ops used in the edge detector is 2.24ns, and inverters following the ip-ops
are used to �lter out metastable states.
The �1first and �2first outputs of the phase detector pass through control logic which

�lters out any erroneous \1{1" states and creates the add and rmv signals to operate the
charge pump. These signals are converted within the charge pump to charge add and
charge rmv, which control the ow of charge into and out of the loop �lter via pull-up M1
and pull-down M2. This then adjusts the output voltage Vout up and down. Though these
control signals might seem redundant, their use becomes clear after examining transistor
pairs M3{M4 and M5{M6.
When add is o�, M3 sets charge add = Vdd, which turns the PMOS M1 o�. However,

when add is on, charge add = Vadd bias, which is set o�-chip. When Vadd bias is 0V, M1
adds charge at the maximum rate. As Vadd bias is increased and charge add approaches



Vdd � Vth(M1), the rate of charge addition is reduced. This permits �ner adjustment of
Vout. Another bene�t is that the charge ow through M1 is more constant since M1 stays in
the saturation region over a wider range of Vout. Transistor pair M5{M6 control the NMOS
M2 similarly by generating charge rmv from rmv and bias voltage Vrmv bias. Figure 11
shows the e�ect of Vadd bias and Vrmv bias on the rates of charge addition and removal.
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Figure 11. Effects of Vadd bias and Vrmv bias on Vout’s rate of change

The loop �lter is con�gured o�-chip and takes one of two forms [2]. The �rst is a simple
RC �lter, which is easy to implement and permits Vout to take a wider range of values.
Since this is only a �rst-order �lter, it is fairly susceptible to noise. The second possible
�lter is a more complex active �lter, which greatly reduces noise in Vout. However, the
range of the bias voltage is dependent on the performance of the op-amp.

4.3: Output drivers

There is one cascaded chain of sized single-ended bu�ers for each of the generator's di�er-
ential outputs. High bandwidth through the output pins and low power consumption were
the main goals in sizing the drivers. These goals conict, though, since power consumption
increases as bandwidth rises. Power consumption is limited by the number of power pins
available per driver and the size of the power busses connected to the driver. This limit on
the maximum power in turn limits the maximum bandwidth. Due to a limited number of
power pins per driver and the need to avoid possible electromigration e�ects, the drivers
were sized to drive a 200pF load at bit rates up to 80Mb/s.
To fully exploit the generator's bandwidth, a pair of output pads suitable for use with

high-speed, low-impedance micro-probes was also placed on-chip. The drivers for the probe
pads are the same type as those used to drive the package pins. The loading on the probe
pad drivers, about 10pF, is signi�cantly lower than that on the pin drivers, so they can
drive data at rates up to 833 Mb/s, the generator's maximum internal bit rate.
Either set of drivers can be disabled to eliminate any noise caused by their switching.



5: Simulation results

The generator and supporting test structures were implemented in a full-custom layout,
and simulations were run on the extracted circuits with CAzM, a Spice-like simulator. The
chip has 32,071 transistors and occupies a die area of 2.71mm � 6.15mm. A chip plot of
the generator's implementation appears in Fig. 12.

Figure 12. Chip Plot of Generator’s Implementation

Fig. 13 shows the generation of the maximum bit rate pattern by examining the taps
on the data delay chain at the output of the �rst, sixteenth, thirty-second and last stages.
Edges are added as the data ows downstream, culminating in a 833 Mb/s bit rate pat-
tern. This corresponds to a 1.2ns minimum pulse width, meaning an edge is inserted into
the generated waveform every twelve stages. This pattern is represented in memory by
continuous repetition of the bits 100000000000.
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Figure 13. Generation of Maximum Frequency Pattern

Fig. 14 illustrates the generator's edge placement ability by showing two 1.2ns pulses
followed by two 1.3ns pulses. These pairs di�er in width by the maximum resolution,
100ps.
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6: Conclusion

A technique for generating high-speed, �ne-resolution data patterns without the need for
a high speed clock has been presented. The technique can be used to generate continuous
data patterns suitable for use in a data transmitter. The resolution in the generated patterns
is determined by the di�erence of delay in two delay elements, rather than an absolute delay.
Jitter and noise set an upper limit on maximum resolution, and the maximum bit rate is
limited by the analog bandwidth of the data delay chain gates.
An implementation of this technique has been submitted for fabrication in a MOSIS

1.2�m CMOS technology. Simulation results of the extracted layout show patterns can be
generated with bit rates up to 833Mb/s and edges placed with 100ps resolution. Using
a more advanced CMOS process should push this rate up to the SONET OC-48 level
(2.56 Gb/s). The generator also has self-correcting circuitry to compensate for process and
environmental variations.
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